DATA SHEET  C4 PRO CARBON

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The SCHUBERTH C4 CARBON convinces at high speeds as well as on big tours. The comfort of a flip-up helmet with an ultra-light carbon outer shell makes for a premium combination. This is where SCHUBERTH Formula 1 racing technology unrestrainedly comes on the road and becomes a daily companion. Its integrated communication technology is unique to a carbon helmet. Experience four exciting graphics offered for this helmet.

- 100% CARBON helmet shell
- First CARBON helmet prepared for communication. Pre-installed speaker, microphone, antenna for SC1
- Maximum field of vision even with a sporty sitting position due to an extra large anti-fog lens
- Highest wearing comfort due to seamless head padding

COLORS AND GRAPHICS
3 graphics

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
$849

HELMET SIZES
XS (53) – S (55) – M (57) – L (59) – XL (61) – XXL (63) – XXXL (65)

WEIGHT
Starting at 3.21 lbs.

HELMET SHELL
- 100% Carbon
- In the wind tunnel developed shape of the helmet shell for noticeable aerodynamics

INNER SHELL
- Integrated ventilation ducts distribute the air inside the helmet
- The multi-part EPS inner shell (expanded polystyrene) allows a high power consumption and ensures more safety

FEATURES
- Highest wearing comfort due to seamless head pad and integrated eyewear channels
- Safe and comfortable fit of the helmet: Coolmax® interior Eco-Tex 100 certified, removable and washable
- High air circulation through multi-channel ventilation
- First-class visors offer clear vision without any distortion and quick-change function
- Pinlock® anti-fog lens preinstalled
- Integrated sun visor, infinitely adjustable within seconds
- Anti-Roll-Off-System (A.R.O.S.)
- 2 helmet shell sizes for the best fit with excellent protection
- Reflective elements make riding even safer the dark and bad visibility
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PRODUCT IMAGES
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Tempest White

1 all helmets are shipped with clear face shield only